Abstract-Nanoscale technologies provide both challenges and opportunities. We show that the issues and potential solutions facing designers are technology independent and arise mainly from shrinking device sizes and an increase in the number of devices available. We explore how it is possible to use some of the devices that will be available to help ease design complexity as well as overcome process related challenges such as limited layout freedom, increased defect densities, timing constraints, and power dissipation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many challenges exist in the creation of complex artifacts with nanoscale features. However, there are also enormous opportunities. The challenges and opportunities arise not from a specific implementation technology, but come from the length scale. The challenges fall into two basic categories: changes in physical processes (from small feature size) and increases in complexity (from numerous devices). The question we must answer is how do we harness the massive number of very small devices 1 to improve computing systems without succumbing to the increased complexity inherent in working at the nanoscale?
As feature sizes shrink, manufacturability will have an ever increasing impact on the kinds of circuits that can economically be produced. In the realm of traditional CMOS, a combination of factors will converge to favor regular layouts, thus reducing a designer's freedom to create arbitrary circuits. Parametric variation will cut into the expected gains from scaling. Mask costs will drive out all but the highest volume designs. Alternative technologies, such as molecular scale electronics (MSE) offer no quick fix. MSE, if successful, should be able to create systems with less than 10nm pitch. However, the MSE fabrication methods will probably severely restrict layouts. In addition, defect densities may be significantly higher than what we expect today. On the positive side, both technologies incur these penalties because they produce many more devices per unit area. In Sections II and III we examine how reconfigurable fabrics and asynchronous circuits can use some of the devices to overcome the manufacturability issues mentioned above.
A potentially even more important limit is power consumption and heat dissipation. In Section IV, we examine how the massive numbers of small devices can be used to help reduce total power consumption while also making power densities more uniform.
In addition to the physical constraints imposed by future manufacturing processes, there are market pressures which will continue to exacerbate the "design productivity gap." Demands for increased functionality and faster time-to-market combined with the increases in the number of available devices could make the design problem, if not the verification problem, all but intractable. This is compounded by the need to remove traditional abstraction boundaries to overcome manufacturability issues such as the ones mentioned above. Novel nanoscale technologies bring their own set of complications. Almost all proposed technologies include CMOS, even if the CMOS is used only for support or interface functions. In addition, novel technologies generally include some devices with unusual I-V curves and/or state. In Section V we address how highlevel CAD tools can be used to reduce the productivity gap and insulate the designers from changes in the underlying technology.
In the far future, it may be possible to engineer inexpensive nanoscale electronics by precisely placing individual atoms at deterministic locations. Such technology, if it is ever realized, would allow complex irregular circuits to be fabricated with devices which were all have identical properties-eliminating all of the problems related to physical processes addressed in this paper. This paper restricts itself to the near future, during which decreases in feature size will inevitably be accompanied by increased problems in manufacturability. We further restrict our attention to classical computing devices (as opposed to, e.g., quantum computing [1] ) which use electrons as information carriers (as opposed to, e.g., DNAbased computing [2] or spintronics [3] ). An excellent review of other nanoscale alternatives can be found in [4] .
II. LOGIC SUBSTRATE
The traditional approach to manufacturing integrated circuits is to start with a silicon wafer, adding layers which define the logic devices and interconnect. Today, this topdown method requires over 35 masks and 700 steps for a 90nm process [5] , [6] . An alternative approach actively being investigated is the bottom-up process of molecular scale electronics (MSE) which should one day be able to create circuits with pitches of less than 10nm [7] . MSE relies on bottom-up self-assembly of novel devices (e.g., Carbon Nanotubes and various molecules). Both approaches share the characteristic that as features and pitch shrink, manufacturing becomes ever more difficult and designs more restricted.
A. Photolithography
The processes used in traditional top-down manufacturing at the nanoscale influence all levels of the design process. In particular, regular layouts are preferred. For example, as feature sizes become smaller than the illumination wavelength used in photolithography, resolution enhancement techniques (RETs) must be used to ensure printability. RETs are already restricting layouts that are manufacturable [8] - [11] . ChemicalMechanical Polishing (CMP) is another example of a process/layout interaction [12] . To maintain a uniform thickness of the wafer, CMP requires a uniform layout density [13] . The complexity of generating a reliable mask set which produces reliable chips also limits the ability to create arbitrary patterns of wires [12] . There is ongoing research into solving these problems; for example, restricted design rules [8] , [9] and process aware routing [14] aim to reduce the impact of RET on layout. Dummy features added to each layer help to make irregular layouts more uniform for CMP [12] ). However, as scaling continues, designs with regular layouts will be favored.
One possible solution to these issues as well as the high cost of mask sets [15] is to share some or all the masks between designs. "Structured" ASICs [16] and FPGAs are two possible approaches. A Structured ASIC is based on a prefabricated (regular) set of logic blocks which can be customized by each user. The customization requires significantly fewer masks than a traditional ASIC [17] . Furthermore, the prefabricated layers are generally the ones which have the highest critical dimensions, removing the most expensive masks from the customization process. SRAM-based FPGAs are even more regular and all customization occurs post-manufacturingcompletely eliminating the need for custom masks. Irregular layouts are a natural byproduct of ASIC or custom design. Making layouts more regular generally requires more area and hurts performance. However, at the nanoscale this tradeoff may be worthwhile.
B. Molecular Scale Electronics
Layout restrictions are even more onerous in bottom-up manufacturing processes such as those used for MSE. The key to understanding the restrictions imposed by MSE is that, unlike traditional semiconductor manufacturing, the manufacture and assembly of the devices occur in separate steps. First, the devices are created and then they are assembled into a system. Due to the scale of the individual devices, the assembly techniques favor regular patterns.
We divide the MSE assembly methods into three broad categories: Probe-based methods, nanoimprint techniques, and self-assembly based approaches. Probe-based methods use the tip of a scanning tunneling microscope (STM) or an atomic force microscope (AFM) to write on a surface. One of the most promising of these methods is dip-pen lithography (DPL); which uses an AFM tip to deliver molecules to a surface [18] . This technique can create arbitrary patterns, but is limited by the write time of the probe. Parallel versions of DPL have been demonstrated [19] , [20] , but either the linewidths increase or the individual probes are not individually addressable. In the latter case, complex patterns may be generated, but each pattern must be replicated by all the probes. Nanoimprint techniques use a master to stamp a pattern directly into the substrate [21] . E-beam lithography or DPL would be used to create a master with irregular patterns. However, issues relating to lift-off, master creation, and contact printing may, for irregular patterns, limit the pitch to 60nm [22] . On the other hand, printing by superlattice nanowire pattern transfer (SNAP), can create parallel arrays of wires with a pitch of <20nm [22] . The SNAP master is formed by layering (through molecular beam epitaxy (MBE)) materials of different hardness. The composite is cleaved and the cleaved edge is used as the master. The softer of the two materials is partially etched, leaving a parallel set of voids on the cleaved edge. Metal can be placed in the voids and then contact printed onto a surface. The resulting wires have a very large aspect ratio.
There are a multitude of self-assembly based approaches, which include flow-based alignment, electro-field alignment, self-assembled monolayers, Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) films, etc. (see [23] , [24] for an overview). All of these approaches create highly regular assemblies. For example, 2-D meshes of nanowires have been made by combining self-assembly and photolithography [25] . The nanowires are placed in a fluid which is compressed, which in turn causes the wires to align along their long axis. The nanowires are then transfered, en masse, to another surface. A second set of aligned nanowires is placed orthogonally on top of the first. Photolithography is then used to create individual meshes from the two layers.
A more deterministic approach to self-assembly uses the hybridization of DNA to guide the assembly process [26] . DNA-directed synthesis proceeds by attaching an unpaired DNA strand to a device and the complementary strand to another device. The two stands will hybridize assembling the two devices. This method has been used to join nanoscale devices [27] as well as micronscale devices [28] . A more complex process (based on DNA crossover), has been used to attach a single-wall carbon nanotube FET to a particular location and then use the DNA as a template for the creation of metallic contacts [29] . Another approach uses the DNA to create a template on which to assemble other structures [30] . A final example "programs" self-assembly patterns through the use of DNA tiles [31] . Each tile has multiple single-stranded ends that lie in the plane and act as programmable binding sites. The tiles are designed so that they self-assemble into a desired shape, e.g., a demultiplexor or a 2D-mesh [32] . Additionally, the tiles can be functionalized with molecules in the third dimension allowing them to serve as a scaffold onto which additional structures can be placed [33] .
The MSE fabrication and assembly primitives will most readily create highly regular structures. To date, the most com-plex MSE systems created are crossbars [34] - [36] . Clearly, post-fabrication customization is required to implement custom circuits. By lucky coincidence, a two-terminal programmable non-volatile switch can be implemented at a single crossing of two wires, e.g., [37] - [40] . Furthermore, the state of the switch can be programmed using the same wires as carry the signal during execution of the circuit. Thus, the area overhead associated with solid-state reconfigurable fabrics is not present in their molecular cousins.
C. Defect Tolerance
Defect tolerance is another reason to move to reconfigurable fabrics. As features shrink the expected defect rate will increase. This is true of traditional manufacturing [41] and even more so for MSE. While defect rates for a mature MSE technology are unknown, the stochastic nature of the assembly processes combined with the scale of the devices leads most researchers to believe that they will be significantly higher than we see in today's processes.
Reconfigurable fabrics provide a natural path to defect tolerance. Teramac [42] , [43] is an example of a defect-tolerant system. The Teramac was built from essentially untested finegrained reconfigurable chips-75% of which had some kind of observable defect. Defect tolerance was provided by creating a map of the defects and then using that map to place-androute designs around the defects. A more recent, if ad-hoc, example of defect-tolerance in reconfigurable fabrics is the Easypath program from Xilinx [44] in which state-of-theart FPGA chips with known defects can be purchased at a discount [44] . Customers can ship designs to Xilinx which are tested against the chips. As long as the defects in the chip do not affect the customer's design, it is as if the chip were defect-free. A comparison of three defect-tolerance methods shows that if the defects can be mapped, then reconfigurationbased defect-tolerance is significantly better than N-modular redundancy or von-Nuemann's multiplexing [45] .
The testing strategy employed by Teramac and Easypath rely on the fact that defect densities are very low. As defect densities increase, deterministic testing (or defect mapping) methods become too time consuming. However, probabilistic mapping methods can reduce the time complexity of testing while still finding almost all of the usable devices [46] . Active CAD research is needed for improving methods to represent the defect map and creating place-and-route tools which canin the field-quickly place-and-route circuits around defects. Final place-and-route needs to be done in the field so that a single configuration can be shipped for all systems, in spite of the fact that each system will have a different set of defects.
In recent years there have been several proposals for reconfigurable defect-tolerant MSE architectures, e.g., [47] - [51] . They all rely on post-fabrication customization. They are all based on bottom-up assembly of cross-bars.
D. A Higher-Level Substrate
In this section we have shown that independent of the implementation technology, reconfiguration-at some levelis a key enabler for nanoscale systems. It increases regularity of layout which improves (or in the case of MSE enables) manufacturability. Post-fabrication reconfiguration increases yield by allowing "mostly" good chips to be used as if they were defect-free. And, in the case of traditional manufacturing, it decreases costs by sharing the cost of the masks between many different customers. Finally, it decreases time to market. The disadvantages to using reconfigurable fabrics over custom circuits are an increase in the number of devices needed to implement a circuit and a potential decrease in performance. However, we believe that the benefits outweigh the disadvantages, especially since reconfigurable fabrics enable the manufacture of smaller devices and finer pitches.
III. CLOCKING METHODOLOGY
Today, the standard circuit design methodology is synchronous clocked-design. As technology scales, correct clocked design will become significantly harder. Parametric variation will increase as devices become smaller. This forces designers to be overly conservative or to adopt statistical approaches [13] , [52] , [53] . Some even argue that parametric variation will essentially eliminate the performance gains typically expected when feature sizes shrink [54] . Timing closure, already a problem, will become worse with increased wire delay [55] . This is especially true for global wires, which may take many cycles to cross the chip-it is estimated that less than 2% of the transistors will be reachable in one clock cycle [56] . Defect tolerance through reconfiguration will also exacerbate the problem as defect locations could affect timing due to changes in place-and-route. This is all compounded by the increased design complexity and verification challenges as the number of devices per design grows.
Asynchronous design eliminates the global clock using local control to synchronize operations [57] . Asynchronous methodologies, such as quasi-delay insensitive (QDI) circuits [58] , implement the local synchronization by designing circuits which detect when a computation has completed or when new data is ready. This can lead to improved performance as operations are triggered as soon as the data is ready [59] . When the data being processed allows an operation to finish quickly (e.g., multiply by 0), there is no need to wait for the clock. Instead of designing a system for worst case delays, in order to ensure correct data at the clock edge, designers may instead design for the average case. Asynchronous circuits also adapt to changes in their physical environment which will naturally make parametric variation less of a problem. Likewise, wire delay and timing closure becomes less of an issue as QDI circuits are designed to work as long as the gates and wires have an arbitrary, but finite, delay. Of course, realtime deadlines will still require some form of timing verification. Defect tolerant place-and-route is also naturally handled. Since each operation is self-timed asynchronous systems are naturally composable, in that they are correct by construction. This should help to ease design and verification issues. Globally asynchronous locally synchronize design methods are an example of using asynchronous protocols to ease design of large scale systems. [60] , [61] .
There is evidence, though not conclusive, that asynchronous circuits can also reduce power consumption. In some sense, asynchronous circuits naturally implement clock-gating. Further power savings arise if the circuits are designed to exploit the data-dependencies in the algorithm [62] , [63] . For example, an asynchronous instruction decoder for the Pentium-II exploits the fact that the average instruction length is 3 bytes to reduce latency and power by a factor of two [64] .
The main cost of asynchronous design is in increased area. QDI circuits, for example, are often between 150% and 200% as large as synchronous designs. Asynchronous circuits are also perceived to be significantly harder to design. However, we believe this is largely in part because the asynchronous CAD tools are less mature. Furthermore, the composability of asynchronous circuits should allow more reuse. Nanoscale technologies will provide massive numbers of devices, but also increase physical constraints. It is worth using a small fraction of the devices for asynchronous design in order to reduce the constraints that come with the technology.
IV. POWER AND PARALLELISM
Power dissipation and heat removal are seen by many as the main threat to the continuation of Moore's law [65] , [66] . This is seen in the recent move to dual-core processor designs and a slowdown in the rate of increase in clock frequency [67] . One way to reduce power is to reduce the clock rate by using a spatial computing model which eliminates reuse and virtualization by laying out the circuits in space. This in effect trades off more devices for lower power. In other words, it decreases power by increasing parallelism.
Spatial Computation (SC) is a model of computation optimized for wires at the expense of increased computation units. SC replicates computation units to simplify interconnect, building a system which uses very simple, completely dedicated communication channels. As a consequence, communication on the datapath never requires arbitration; the only arbitration required is for accessing memory. SC relies on very simple hardware primitives, using no associative structures, no multiported register files, no scheduling logic, and no broadcast. Furthermore, each function block is optimized to the context it is used in; allowing significant simplification of many of the units. As a consequence, SC hardware is fast and extremely power efficient. Our implementation of SC converts C programs directly into hardware [68] . Circuits produced by our compiler exhibit substantially better (by more than two orders of magnitude) energy-delay than either simple single-issue processors or aggressive superscalar cores and are comparable in terms of energy efficiency per operation to custom hardware [69] .
Spatial computing is a special case of a fundamental result of early VLSI research; that for many computational functions [70] - [72] there is a tradeoff between the implementation area (A) and the time it takes to compute the function (T) of a form such as:
where σ has tended to lie between 1 and 2 for traditional circuit design [71] - [74] . σ can be viewed as an indicator of how inherently sequential a circuit or algorithm is. A higher value of σ means that increasing area will not allow the overall time to be reduced. If we fix the size of the computation (i.e. n σ is constant), then:
This observation describes the area-time tradeoffs that are possible for a planar circuit: within bounds, one can increase circuit area to reduce circuit delay. On the other hand, total computation time is inversely proportional to clock frequency (F), so if we fix completion time we get:
In other words, as the area dedicated to a circuit increases, it is be possible to reduce the overall frequency of operation in order to control power usage. In CMOS, dynamic power is P = aF C L V 2 , where a is the activity factor, C L is the capacitance, and V is voltage. Combining this with (3) leads to:
In scaled CMOS, switching speed is a function of supply voltage and if load capacitance is held constant, frequency scales with voltage as
. If we fix V TH , then F ∝ V [76] . The constant load capacitance is valid for computational models such as spatial computing that exhibit small Rent exponents for which the fanout and interconnect length do not depend greatly on the size of the circuit [77] . We can thus conclude that P ∝ C L F 3 . Combining this with (3) leads to P ∝ C L A −3/σ . Since total capacitance is roughly proportional to area, the dynamic power becomes:
Thus, as long as σ < 3, utilizing more area (or equivalently more devices) will result in using less dynamic power [78] . Whether this holds for static power in CMOS or MSE is still an open question. The implicit CAD tool challenge is to determine σ for a particular specification. If σ < 3, the tool must then the specification to a parallel implementation taking into account increases in wire delay which might arise due to the increased area each unit will consume.
V. SYSTEM COMPLEXITY Design and verification complexity is already a significant issue: while the number of available transistors grows by 58% annually, designer productivity only grows by 21% [41] . This exponentially increasing productivity gap has been historically covered by employing larger and larger design and verification teams, but human resources are economically hard to scale. With ever more devices and demands for faster turn around time, designers will be hard-pressed to meet demand. Furthermore, as was pointed out in Section II, additional physical constraints will make the design problem even harder to manage. Indeed, many of the current proposed solutions to these problems require the removal of abstraction barriers, introducing more information about the manufacturing process into the entire tool flow.
Historically, custom design was the preferred method of creating chips. As technology scaled and design cycles shortened, the efficiency of the design process became more important than the efficient use of silicon. Custom design gave way to standard cell design. Nanoscale technologies will push this even farther. High-level synthesis will be essential towards harnessing the nanoscale. The ability to leverage compiler technology and the semantic information in the design will vastly improve designer productivity. The initial cost of this approach will be less efficient designs. However, just as today's high-level language compilers probably generate more efficient assembly code than most humans could create, we believe that as high-level tools become more prevalent, they will eventually out-perform most hand designs most of the time. This will be particularly true as technologies change.
As technologies scale, the amount of process-related knowledge a designer needs is increasing. High-level tools should also insulate designers from technology changes. In the same way in which software developers do not need to know how many registers are in a processor ISA, hardware designers could, for example, be insulated from the particular restricted design rules necessary to avoid forbidden pitches. This will also promote technology independence-allowing designs to more readily be retargeted to new technologies.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The move to nanoscale technology will not be an abrupt change; one could easily argue that it is already here. Instead, it will be the continued gradual shrinking of feature size. This "slippery slope" could lull us into continually adapting our methods, tools, and systems by small, evolutionary steps. However, to get the most out of nanoscale electronics a different approach is required.
Our suggested solution is to leverage the massive numbers of components that will become available to help reduce the problems involved in shrinking feature size; i.e., use some to support reconfigurable fabrics, use some to implement asynchronous circuit methodology, use even more to increase parallelism through spatial computing, and finally, allow for slightly inefficient designs with high-level specification. The result of this solution will be a two-fold gain. First, design time will be shortened. Second, designs will be able to exploit the high-density of nanoscale technologies. In the long run, investments in higher-level tools will continue to pay dividends as the tools improve and we can all take advantage of them.
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